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Abstract

This article examines the earliest examples of replication of bronze 
objects of complicated structure in China. It uses four quadrupeds from 
the Freer Gallery (National Museum of Asian Art, Smithsonian Insti-
tution), the Asian Art Museum of San Francisco, the British Museum, 
and the Yūrinkan Museum in Kyōto as examples to illustrate the com-
plex technology required in replicating bronzes. It provides evidence 
to define identical bronzes and proves that the four quadrupeds shared 
the same decorated model. The application of section-mold casting, 
spacers, clay cores, and mold section assemblage will be examined 
using 3D scanning, X-ray photography, computerized tomography 
(CT) scanning, and alloy composition analysis.
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Introduction

Bronze casting techniques in ancient China have long been an important 
field of study. Mysteries and questions regarding techniques for model 
replicating have puzzled many scholars, and reliable records of these 
techniques are very scarce. There are no replicated bronzes that share 
the same size, shape, and decorative patterns in the Early and Middle 
Bronze Age (1500–600 b.c.e.); rather, they emerged as late as 500 b.c.e. 
How the replication of bronzes was practiced and developed, then, is 
the focus of this article. The process of replication required that bronze 
workshops produce decorated models, conduct many transfers between 
models and molds, slice and assemble molds, and insert spacers and 
clay cores. The techniques involved will illustrate how an assembly line 
of bronze industrial production operated in 500 b.c.e. China.

Definition of replicated bronze objects

When we use the term “replicated bronze objects,” we mean that the objects 
are identical in terms of size, shape, and decorative patterns, implying that 
they probably originated from the same decorated model. This article 
treats the words “identical” and “the same” seriously and distinguishes 
them from “highly similar” and “similar.” An object being “identical” to 
another means that their size, shape, and decorative patterns are the same, 
as demonstrated in the group of identical bronze quadrupeds shown in 
Figures 1–3. Sammy Li proposes to compare the size and shape of these 
objects carefully;1 their decorative patterns in particular are inspected inch 
by inch to determine whether they are truly identical. “Highly similar” 
bronzes resemble each other in a high degree but with variations in detail.

The model-replicating method

Robert Bagley has described the model-replicating method, which 
occurred as early as the Erligang 二里崗 period (1400–1300 b.c.e.).2 
He concludes that ancient Chinese casters would first create a clay 

1. See Kin Sum (Sammy) Li, Universe within Inches: Bronze Mirrors Donated by 
Professor Mark Kai-keung 方圓天地——麥氏贈鏡, bilingual (English and Chinese) 
(Hong Kong: Art Museum, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2017), 135–36; Li, 
“The Component-Model Method of Mirror Manufacture in 300 BCE China,” Archives 
of Asian Art 67.2 (2017), 257–76; Li, “To Rule by Manufacture: Measurement Regulation 
and Metal Weight Production in the Qin Empire,” T’oung Pao 103.1–3 (2017), 1–32.

2. Robert Bagley, “Shang Archaeology,” in Cambridge History of Ancient China, ed. 
Michael Loewe and Edward Shaughnessy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1999), 145–46; Bagley, “Anyang Mold-making and the Decorated Model,” Artibus Asiae 
69.1 (2009), 40–41.
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model—the “decorated model”—bearing the shape and decorative 
patterns of the final bronze object. Casters invested the decorated model 
with clay and formed a clay mold around the model. They then sliced 
the mold into sections and removed them from the model. The model 
was removed or scraped down to a core. The mold sections were then 
re- assembled around the scraped model or a new clay core. In between 
the core and the re-assembled mold sections was a cavity in the shape 
of the desired bronze. To stabilize the positions of the core and the outer 
mold sections, casters might insert spacers or chaplets to sustain them.3 
Without these spacers or chaplets, the outer mold might easily shift or join 
with the core, leading to defects in the final bronze. A sprue and gate were 
created on the outer mold, allowing casters to pour molten bronze into 
the cavity in the mold. They broke the mold when the molten bronze had 
solidified and thereby obtained the final bronze in the desired shape with 
all its decorative patterns. The mold often could not be re-used because 
the decorative patterns were usually damaged during the casting.

The success of ancient Chinese bronze casters relied on three 
important skills: in the use of mold sections, in multiple pours of molten 
bronze, and in the placing of spacers/chaplets.4 There is a consensus 
that the section-mold casting method was widely practiced in ancient 
China, as evidenced by the presence of mold join lines on extant 
bronzes.5 To cast bronze objects of complicated structure and shape, 
composite casting and multiple pours might have been adopted.6 Pre-
cast and/or cast-on techniques were thus included in the technical 
corpus in respect of multiple pours. The traces of pre-cast and cast-on 
techniques can be found at the joints between the separately cast parts. 
Some of the spacers have left marks on the outer surface of the bronze. 
Spacers and bronzes were made of different alloy composition, hence 
traces of spacers appear in a color different from the neighboring bronze 
in the long-term corrosion.7

3. Bagley, “Shang Archaeology,” 144.
4. See Rutherford John Gettens, The Freer Chinese Bronzes: Volume II, Technical Studies 

(Washington, DC: Freer Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, 1969); Bagley, “Shang 
Archaeology;” Su Rongyu 蘇榮譽, “Ershi shiji dui Xian-Qin qingtong liqi zhuzao jishu 
de yanjiu” 二十世紀對先秦青銅禮器鑄造技術的研究, in Quanwu toushang: Quanwu 
boguguan qingtongqi toushe saomiao jiexi 泉屋透賞：泉屋博古館青銅器透射掃描解析, ed. 
Riben quanwu boguguan 日本泉屋博古館 and Riben Jiuzhou guoli bowuguan 日本九
州國立博物館, trans. Huang Rongguang 黃榮光 (Beijing: Kexue, 2015), 388–445.

5. Bagley, “Shang Archaeology” 145–46.
6. If casters were very confident, they could do a single pour of molten bronze into 

a completely finished mold. But if they found it necessary, they could instead cast 
separate bronze parts with multiple pours and then join the parts together. See Gettens, 
The Freer Chinese Bronzes: Volume II, 76–84.

7. Gettens, The Freer Chinese Bronzes: Volume II, 98–107.
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Theoretically, these casting techniques allowed for the widespread 
phenomenon of replicating bronzes from decorated models. If the 
model was not scraped down to a core, it could actually have been 
re-used. As long as the decorated model did not become deformed 
in the process of making molds, casters could have formed molds in 
sections on the models multiple times. After removal from the model, 
the mold  sections could be re-assembled in the same manner time after 
time. The size, shape, and decorative patterns of the final bronzes, cast 
from these identical molds, should appear the same. This is one of the 
advantages of using the model-replicating method as it saved the model 
maker’s chores of repeatedly decorating new models.8 The model maker 
could also decorate directly on the model, thereby avoiding the need to 
decorate new molds again and again (and always in reverse). He simply 
adopted visually straightforward designs and did not need to worry 
about decorating mirror-reversed patterns on the mold.

We have to note that surmoulage bronzes are not counted as identical 
bronzes in this article. Surmoulage bronzes are cast from molds replicated 
from an existing bronze, which implies that a surmoulage does not share 
the same decorated model with that of the existing bronze. Moreover, 
surmoulage bronzes tend to be smaller than the bronzes that they took 
the mold from because bronze shrinks during cooling.

It is, however, very strange that we have not, as yet, found groups 
of identical bronzes from before about 500 b.c.e. The reasons for this 
are unknown.9 Perhaps all models were scraped down to cores, and 
therefore they were never used to form more than one mold.10 Or 
perhaps instead such groups have just not yet been identified or 
excavated. There have been some attempts to find such groups but only 
within a single archaeological context, that is to say, the same tomb or 
hoard.11 Given that identical bronzes might over time have been traded 
to distant places, such limited searches are inadequate. Only a large and 

8. Robert Bagley, “What the Bronzes from Hunyuan Tell Us about the Foundry at 
Houma,” Orientations 26.1 (1995), 214.

9. Bagley, “What the Bronzes from Hunyuan Tell Us,” 214.
10. Another possibility is a social one: perhaps all bronzes were deemed sacred 

objects, whose casting required investment of totally new resources, materials, tools, 
model, and mold, and therefore no replica was allowed. But we do not have adequate 
evidence to investigate such a hypothesis.

11. Chen Zhida 陳志達, “Yinxu taofan ji qi xiangguan de wenti” 殷墟陶範及其相關
的問題, Kaogu 3 (1986), 269–77; Yue Hongbin 岳洪彬 and Yue Zhanwei 岳占偉, “Shixi 
Yinxu zhutong zhong de ‘yimo duoqi’ xianxiang” 試析殷墟鑄銅中的「一模多器」現
象, Nanfang wenwu 3 (2014), 92–99.
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 systematic search for groups of identical bronzes would be sufficient 
and conclusive for our research purposes.

Methodology

There are, in practice, three particular problems that make it extremely 
difficult to identify replicated bronze objects. First of all, numerous 
bronze objects of simpler structure, such as bronze blades, and disks 
without any decorative patterns, might have been replicated from the 
same model or cast from re-usable molds. It is quite difficult, if not 
impossible, to identify such replicas. Thus this article will focus on 
bronzes of complicated structure and shape, which provide more clues 
for comparison. Second, the prevailing publication format for three- 
dimensional bronzes is a two-dimensional photograph, which is quite 
insufficient to compare whether the bronzes are identical. Identical 
bronzes are best put on the same table for close examination. But 
most of the identical bronzes are now scattered in museums and other 
collections around the world and it is too troublesome to gather them 
for detailed comparison. Third, to compare three-dimensional bronzes 
is extremely difficult even if they are put on the same table, because they 
cannot be fitted together. Bronzes that are essentially two-dimensional, 
such as mirrors, are easier to compare: a photograph will reveal enough 
detail for decorative patterns to be fitted together.12

In order to address the second and third of those problems, Sammy Li 
obtained funds to travel to various museums around the world in 2017 
and scan these bronzes on site into freely rotatable 3D models.13 He 
first theorizes that the 3D models of the bronzes can be placed together 
in the computer for detailed comparison, and then fitted together to 
determine if they share the same size, shape, and decorative patterns. 
The detection of spacers and clay core inside a bronze object cannot be 
done with the naked eye. Instead, scholars conduct X-ray photography 
and computerized tomography (CT) scan of the bronzes in order to 
detect the use and positions of the spacers and core applied during 
casting.14 Sammy Li thus proposes to investigate whether casters of 

12. Li, Universe within Inches; Li, “The Component-Model Method.”
13. Li, “To Rule by Manufacture; cf. Andrew Bevan et al., “Computer Vision, 

Archaeological Classification and China’s Terracotta Warriors,” Journal of Archaeological 
Science 49 (2014), 249–54.

14. Cf. Gettens, The Freer Chinese Bronzes: Volume II, 159–70; Takafumi Niwa 丹羽崇史, 
“CT jiexi yu Zhongguo qingtongqi zhizuo jishu de yanjiu” CT解析與中國青銅器製作技
術的研究, in Quanwu toushang: Quanwu boguguan qingtongqi toushe saomiao jiexi, 452–59.
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identical bronzes would have shared the same method of applying and 
positioning the spacers. Clues to the existence of section-mold casting 
and mold lines can occasionally be examined with the naked eye.15 Next 
we analyze whether these identical bronzes had shared the same or 
similar alloy composition. Through these investigations we will be able 
to glean information regarding the individual stages and formation of 
an assembly line in ancient Chinese industrial production.16 Production 
of identical bronzes, or at least identical bronze components, is an 
essential indicator of the existence of an assembly line in an industrial 
context.

Identical bronzes: three quadrupeds plus a highly similar one

Previous scholars have hunted for identical bronzes but failed to 
find them. For instance, in 1986 Chen Zhida 陳志達 concluded, after 
examining clay molds and bronzes found in Yinxu 殷墟, that Anyang 
安陽 casters used a single clay model for a single object.17 Chen failed 
to locate any identical bronzes. Yue Hongbin 岳洪彬 and Yue Zhanwei 
岳占偉 conducted another hunt in 2014, still limited to the corpus of 
Yinxu bronzes.18 They hypothesized that one model might have been 
used for multiple objects. But their only evidence was the observation 
that some bronze objects share a “highly similar” shape. They admit 
that they had not located any bronze object that was identical to others 
in terms of decorative patterns. Minor variations in decorative patterns 
testify to the likelihood that these “highly similar” bronzes did not share 
the same decorated models. The “identical” bronzes, in the eyes of the 
two authors, were replicated from models of rough shape, meaning that 
the final bronzes appear to be of a roughly similar shape. This is not, 
however, evidence of identical bronzes such as those we focus on in 
this article; our identical bronzes must share the same size, shape, and 
decorative patterns.

The earliest group of identical bronzes that we can identify to date 
consists of at least three quadrupeds (four-legged animals) housed 
in three museums. It is highly likely that they came from Liyu 李峪 
 village, Hunyuan 渾源 county in Shanxi 山西 Province and were cast 

15. Gettens, The Freer Chinese Bronzes: Volume II, 60–68.
16. Li, “The Component-Model Method.”
17. Chen Zhida, “Yinxu taofan,” 276; see also Zhongguo shehui kexueyuan kaogu 

yanjiusuo Anyang gongzuodui 中國社會科學院考古研究所安陽工作隊, “Anyang 
Xiaotun cunbei de liangzuo Yindaimu” 安陽小屯村北的兩座殷代墓, Kaogu xuebao 4 
(1981), 500.

18. Yue Hongbin and Yue Zhanwei, “Shixi Yinxu zhutong,” 98.
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in  foundries at Shanxi Houma 侯馬 in around 500 b.c.e.19 The three 
identical quadrupeds are listed in Table 1 and shown in Figures 1–3.20

For convenience, we call the quadruped stored in the Freer Gallery 
“FR,” the one in British Museum “BM,” and the one in Asian Art Museum 
of San Francisco “SF.” There is one more quadruped, which appears 
partially identical to these three, but with some decorative  patterns that 
are different to those of the others. It belongs to the Fujii 藤井 collection and 
is held in the Yūrinkan 有隣館 Museum in Kyōto 京都 (Figure 4). We call it 
“YR” in the following sections. Sammy Li has examined the former three 
quadrupeds in person and measured them in a consistent way; but he has 
not handled YR and thus cannot provide detailed measurement data.

Here is a brief history of the identification of this group of identical 
bronzes. Georges Salles and Shang Chengzuo, in 1934 and 1936 
respectively, noted that four such quadrupeds may be extant in various 
locations.21 Umehara Sueji in 1936 published a catalog featuring objects 
from the 1923 find at Hunyuan Liyu. Three of those bronzes, for which 
Umehara provides black-and-white photographs (Umehara’s catalog, 
plate nos. 20.2, 21.1, and 21.2), are the quadrupeds mentioned here. 
Umehara claims that the plate 20.2 object is from somewhere in Taiyuan 
太原 county, Shanxi Province; the plate 21.1 one is in the Oppenheim 
Collection in London, while the plate 21.2 one is the one in the Fujii 
Collection in Kyōto. Thomas Lawton adds more details and gives a 

19. Writing at various times in the twentieth century, Georges Salles, Shang 
Chengzuo, Umehara Sueji, Thomas Lawton, and Robert Bagley have all traced them. 
But, due to the difficulties already discussed, these scholars did not provide a 
thorough and detailed comparison of the bronzes. See Georges Salles, “Les Bronzes 
de Li-yü,” Revue des Arts Asiatiques, 8.3 (1934), 156, plate. L-a; Shang Chengzuo 商承
祚, Hunyuan yiqitu 渾源彝器圖 (Nanjing: Jinling daxue Zhongguo wenhua yanjiusuo, 
1936), 27, plate 27; Umehara Sueji 梅原末治, Sengoku shiki dōki no kenkyū 戦國式銅器の

硏究 (Kyōto: Tōhō bunka gakuin Kyōto kenkyūsho, 1936), plates. 20.1, 21.1, and 21.2; 
René-Yvon Lefebvre d’Argencé et al. (eds.), Chinese, Korean, and Japanese Sculpture: the 
Avery Brundage Collection, Asian Art Museum of San Francisco (Tōkyō: Kodansha 
International, 1974), 34–35; Thomas Lawton, Chinese Art of the Warring States Period: 
Change and Continuity, 480–222 B.C. (Washington, DC: Freer Gallery of Art, 
Smithsonian Institution, 1982), 77; Bagley, “Replication Techniques in Eastern Zhou 
Bronze Casting,” in History from Things: Essays on Material Culture, ed. Steven Lubar 
and W. David Kingery (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution, 1993), 241 n. 5; 
Bagley, “What the Bronzes from Hunyuan Tell Us,” 214.

20. The Figures use the following abbreviations: d. = diameter; h. = height; l. = 
length; t. = thickness; w. = weight; wid. = width; n.p. = no page number.

21. See Salles, “Les Bronzes de Li-yü;” Shang Chengzuo, Hunyuan yiqitu, 27; 
d’Argencé et al. (eds.), Chinese, Korean, and Japanese Sculpture, 34–35. But Salles is wrong 
in describing FR as fatter. In fact, FR is identical to BM and SF. Salles mentions another 
quadruped in the Joseph Homberg collection; but we do not have access to this and 
thus do not know how it resembles the others.
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Figure 1 Bronze quadruped. Freer (FR) Gallery collection. Accession no. F1948.24. L. 
(from the nose to the tail) 20.5 cm, ca. 500 b.c.e. Freer Gallery of Art, Smithsonian Insti-
tution, Washington, DC: Purchase – Charles Lang Freer Endowment, F1948.24. Photo 
by Kin Sum (Sammy) LI (hereafter “KSL”).

Figure 2 Bronze quadruped. British Museum (BM) collection. Accession no. 
1947.0712.333. L. 20.5 cm, ca. 500 b.c.e. Photo credit: © The Trustees of the British 
Museum. All rights reserved.

Figure 3 Bronze quadruped (animal-shaped object). Asian Art Museum of San Fran-
cisco (SF), the Avery Brundage collection. Accession no. B60B1000. L. 20.5 cm, ca. 500 
b.c.e. Photo by KSL.
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comprehensive summary.22 Therefore, we can provide a brief list of how 
the quadrupeds came to different collections:2324

22. Lawton, Chinese Art of the Warring States Period, 77.
23 See Lawton, Chinese Art, 77. This is recorded in Alfred Salmony, Chinesische 

Plastik: ein Handbuch fur Sammler (Berlin: R. C. Schmidt & Co., 1925), 2, 4, Figure 3 on 
p. 4. When Salmony recorded this quadruped, it was still in Paris.

24 We are not certain where the quadruped displayed in plate no. 20.2 in 
Umehara’s 1936 catalog ended up at (Umehara, Sengoku shiki d0-ki) since SF in the Avery 
Brundage collection and FR in Freer Gallery appear almost identical to that in 
Umehara’s record when their corrosion was removed.

Figure 4 Bronze quadruped. Yūrinkan (YR) Museum collection. Accession no. 
unknown. H. 11 cm (not the authors’ measurement), l. unknown. ca. 500 b.c.e. Photo 
by KSL.

Table 2 History of collecting the quadrupeds

Names Possible 
 provenance

Previous exchanges Current  location

BM 1923 Liyu Alfred Salmony’s 1925 record23 
→ Wannieck collection 
→ Oppenheim collection 
(Salles’ 1934 record; Umeha-
ra’s 1936 record, plate 21.1)

British Museum

YR 1923 Liyu Fujii collection in Yūrinkan 
Museum (Umehara’s 1936 
record, plate 21.2)

Yūrinkan Museum

FR 1923 Liyu Charles Freer collection → 
Freer Gallery

National Museum 
of Asian Art

SF 1923 Liyu C. T. Loo → Avery Brundage 
collection (d’Argencé et al. 
1974 record)

Asian Art Museum 
of San Fran-
cisco24
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Lawton is still not certain whether they are identical, and he simply 
uses “almost identical” and “similar” to describe their relationship. 
Bagley embraces a firmer stance that FR, SF, and BM are identical; namely 
they “were almost certainly made from a single decorated model.”25

The quadrupeds are actually the earliest examples of identical 
bronzes that we have identified to date. Since all of the quadrupeds were 
likely cast in around 500 b.c.e. at Houma, we can state that we have not 
identified any groups of identical bronzes before 500 b.c.e.. We will take 
the discoveries and observations of the scholars cited above as our basis 
for exploring a long-ignored story of metallurgy in ancient China.

We notice that FR, BM, and SF are of an almost identical size (Table 1). 
Their current appearance, color, patina, and weight have been affected 
by corrosion and other damage. Therefore, we will have to compare their 
shape and decorative patterns carefully. Tiny curls, spirals, and minute 
lines constitute the majority of the patterns, which were executed in 
millimeter ranges. From Figure 5 and Figure 6, viewers can conclude 
that FR, BM, and SF share the same decorative patterns; but, while most 
parts of the decorative patterns on YR are identical to that of the former 
three, the patterns around its belly are different. We will discuss this 
phenomenon in the later sections. Thus far we can conclude that the 
former three quadrupeds originated from the same decorated model; 
no caster would have devoted so much effort into making every detail 
match.

Section-mold casting and mold lines

FR, BM, and SF were cast with the section-mold method. A model maker 
first carved every fine detail on a clay model. Next, his colleague the 
mold maker formed one mold on this decorated model. The mold maker 
then sliced the mold into sections and carefully detached them from 
the model. Putting the model aside, he next created a clay core, which 
was then placed inside the cavity formed by re-assembling the mold 
sections. So as to ensure that the core will hold exactly the right position 
in relation to the outer mold sections during casting, he used more than 
fifteen spacers to stabilize the core and outer mold sections. Once he had 
this mold prepared for casting, his colleagues were then ready to create 
another mold on the same model. The mold maker then sliced this new 
mold as before. Repeating the same steps, the second and third molds 
were formed and made ready for casting. Based on the evidence set out 

25. Bagley, “Replication Techniques,” 241 n. 5. Bagley suggests that there may be 
four or five identical castings.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the details of the right sides of the four quadrupeds. Top left: 
FR; top right: BM; bottom left: SF; bottom right: YR (from Umehara, Sengoku shiki d0-ki, 
pl. 21.2, n.p.).

Figure 5 Comparison of the details of the left sides of the four quadrupeds. Top left: 
FR; top right: BM; bottom left: SF, and bottom right: YR.
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below, this description accurately delineates the process that should 
have been followed in the casting of FR, BM, and SF.

We will use FR as the first example to illustrate this process, basing our 
analysis on the evidence of the mold lines found on all three quadrupeds. 
Figures 7–10 show the locations (indicated by arrows and drawn lines) of 
the mold lines on FR. When mold sections were re-assembled, no matter 
how tightly they were joined together, a tiny gap would inevitably have 
been left between two neighboring mold sections. This gap, which was 
sunken in the mold, appears in the form of a raised line on the final object 
where molten bronze has filled the tiny gap.

We can see these raised lines around the neck, on the right and left 
bumps, and at the bottom/underbelly of FR. In Figure 7, a mold line 
begins from the right rump, cuts through some decorative patterns, 
and continues to the right side of the neck. In the three sub-images in 
Figure 8, we can see a mold line running along the spine of FR and 
then across the top of its neck; another mold line begins from the left 
rump; and three more beneath its neck. In Figure 9, there is a bold line 
at the underbelly of FR, running from the rump to the neck. Vertical to 
this bold line is a thinner line separating the rump from the belly. At 
the joints between the decorative patterns on the left and right sides 
and the smooth and plain underbelly of the bottom, and also on the 
bottom of the feet, there are vague mold lines running across. A certain 
proportion of the raised/mold lines were removed during the polishing 
of the bronze; but there are enough remains to clearly reveal the original 
positions and continuance of the lines. We illustrate the positions of the 
reconstructed mold lines in Figure 10 and deduce that there were at 

Figure 7 Mold lines, indicated by arrows, on the right side of FR. Photo by KSL.
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least seven mold lines on FR, which in turn implies that there were 
at least seven mold sections re-assembled to form the outer mold for 
casting of FR. These “at least seven mold sections” are an estimation 
and there may have been more; but we cannot now discern any more 
from the evidence of mold lines that remains.

We can readily imagine just how the casters would have wanted 
to slice the mold formed on the decorated model, once the mold had 
absorbed all decorative patterns. They would have wanted to cut off two 
mold sections from the top—one section adhering to one side of an ear. 
Two more sections of mold corresponded to the two sides—each section 
adhering to the other side of each ear. The left side section extended to 
the underbelly and one side of the two left legs; so did the right side 
section. At least three separate sections were subsequently rejoined 
to form the underbelly: one for the rump, one for the left part of the 
underbelly and the other side of the left legs, and one for the right part 
of the underbelly and the right legs. It would have been very difficult to 
remove an intact mold from a long protrusion, e.g. the ears and legs. A 
better way would have been to slice the mold formed on the protrusion 

Figure 8 Mold lines, indicated by arrows, on the left side and neck of FR. Photo by 
KSL.
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into sections and then remove these sections one by one. This was 
applicable to the removal of mold sections relating to the ears and legs.

We are able to find mold lines on corresponding positions on BM and 
SF although, but due to the corrosion and polishing, some lines were too 
obscure to be discerned. In Figure 11, mold lines on the left and right 
rumps are revealed on SF. Figure 12 reveals the three mold lines beneath 
the neck of SF and two lines on the underbelly and rump. BM displays 
fewer lines as corrosion still covers the decorative patterns. But we can 
discern the same three mold lines beneath the neck and a further two 
on the underbelly of BM in Figure 13. Since Sammy Li has not handled 
YR in person, all we can say for certain, as seen in Figure 14, is that it is 
possible to distinguish two mold lines beneath the neck. The casters of 
YR might have adopted a similar number of mold sections as was used 
in casting FR, BM, and SF.

The circled parts in Figure 13 indicate the possible positions of the 
sprue and gate. Molten bronze was poured into the mold through the 
sprue. When the cavity inside the mold was filled, any excess of molten 

Figure 9 Mold lines indicated by arrows and spacers are circled on the bottom of FR. 
Photo by KSL.
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Figure 11 Mold lines, indicated by arrows, on SF. Photo by KSL

Figure 10 Reconstructed mold lines indicated by lines drawn on FR. Photo by KSL.
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bronze would come out through the gate. Experienced casters would 
stop pouring at just this moment. The bronze protrusions on the sprue 
and gate were then removed during final polishing; as a result, we can 
see directly into the clay core in Figure 13.

Figure 12 Mold lines indicated by arrows and spacers circled on the bottom of SF. 
Photo by KSL.

Figure 13 Mold lines indicated by arrows and possible sprue and gate circled on BM.

Figure 14 Mold lines indicated by arrows on YR. Photo by KSL.
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Spacers and clay cores

Occasionally we can see the spacers on the bronze surface, as the 
corrosion degrees and colors of the spacers and neighboring substance 
are different. We can see the rectangular-shaped spacers on FR (Figure 9) 
and SF (Figure 12), some of which are circled in the images. Many other 
spacers, however, are hidden inside the molten bronze during casting; 
as a result, we can only use X-ray photographs and CT scanned images 
to illustrate their positions.26 CT scanned images are similar to X-ray 
photographs; but we can obtain a more comprehensive picture of how the 
spacers were positioned in CT scanned images because we can change our 
points of views. An X-ray photograph yields a static point of view, while 
CT scanned images are like numerous X-ray photographs providing 
different perspectives. We have obtained some X-ray photographs of FR 
and SF, and CT scanned images of BM (Figure 15). Since the point of view 
of an X-ray photograph is limited, the spacers hidden on both sides of a 
quadruped would be revealed on the same image; however, we cannot 
clearly distinguish their exact positions. As for the CT scanned images 
of BM, on the other hand, we can keep changing our points of view and 
distinguish the exact locations of the spacers. We point out the spacers on 
the left side of BM with arrows (see the top left sub-image of Figure 15). 
Readers are welcome to discern the other spacers on the right side of BM 
in the bottom left sub-image of Figure 15. In Figure 16 we can view the 
quadrupeds from the top or the bottom. The arrows in Figure 16 indicate 
the presence of possible spacers. We can just barely compare the use of 
the spacers on the three quadrupeds.

In this way, we can ascertain that the casters of the three quadrupeds 
utilized numerous spacers. For example, the casters of BM adopted more 
than fifteen spacers. Furthermore, the casters positioned the spacers 
around the neck, front legs, belly, and the rump; in other words, almost 
every part of each quadruped. This makes sense as, on the one hand, 
these parts were the weak links where the clay core might adhere to 
the outer mold sections, thereby bringing about defects on the finished 
piece. And, on the other hand, we can understand that the casters were 
not confident in stabilizing the clay core and outer mold sections. It is 
not surprising to find this lack of confidence as we can see from  Figure 7 
to Figure 14 that the clusters of spacers were distributed in areas where 
we can discern multiple mold lines, which means that these were the 
joints between multiple mold sections. Joints between mold sections 

26. See Gettens, The Freer Chinese Bronzes: Volume II, 98–107; Su Rongyu, “Ershi 
shiji,” 432–37; Niwa, “CT jiexi,” 455–57; Wang Quanyu et al., “Houma Bronzes in the 
British Museum: A Technical Study,” Orientations 50.6 (2019), 2–21.
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were the weak links that might not bear the pressure and striking force 
of the molten bronze. The use of spacers helped consolidate the joints. 
Finally, we can observe that the casters of the three quadrupeds shared 
a very similar method of positioning the spacers. The positions and 
shapes of the spacers are highly similar. It seems more than possible that 
all of this work was carried out by the same group of casters.

The shapes of the clay cores of the three quadrupeds were remarkably 
well formed.27 From Figure 15 we can see that the clay cores bear almost 
the complete shapes of the quadrupeds, but with slightly smaller 
dimensions, which means that their cores are not merely rough clay 
trunks. For example, the core of BM includes the head, torso, and four 
legs.28 The contour of the torso part of the core develops with regard 

27. For the material used to make the cores, see Su Rongyu, “Houma zhutong yizhi 
yu Jinguo zhutongye” 侯馬鑄銅遺址與晉國鑄銅業, in Chanye yu kejishi yanjiu 產業與科
技史研究 1, ed. Wu Li 武力 (Beijing: Kexue, 2017), 8–9.

28. The white areas on X-ray photographs are the metal parts, while the dark areas 
inside the white contour are the clay cores. The ears of the quadrupeds are probably 

footnote continued on next page

Figure 15 X-ray photographs of the left sides of the three quadrupeds: BM (top left 
and bottom left; as it is done with CT scans, we can rotate the quadruped a little to see 
its x-ray photographs in different views); SF (top right), and FR (bottom right). Arrows 
indicate the positions of spacers at the left side of BM. Image credit: © The Trustees of 
the British Museum, all rights reserved; the Asian Art Museum of San Francisco; and 
Freer Gallery of Art/Department of Conservation and Scientific Research.
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to the shape of the final bronze. The bronze substance is, as a result, 
very thin and just robust enough to sustain the entire structure of the 
quadruped.

These very sophisticated cores hint at the practice of scraping of 
decorated models. But given that the three identical quadrupeds have 
already proven themselves to be from the same decorated model, where 
then did the models that were to be scraped come from? One hypothesis 
is that the original decorated model could have been replicated. After 
the model maker finished decorating the original model, the mold 
makers then made multiple identical molds from the original decorated 
model in order to produce identical quadrupeds. Out of the multiple 
identical molds, they somehow also retained one mold to replicate a 
clay decorated model. They poured soft clay into the re-assembled mold 

made of pure metal; therefore, the ears appear to be white in the X-ray photographs. 
Thus, the cores do not include the ears.

Figure 16 X-ray photographs of the bottom and backs of three quadrupeds: SF (first; 
viewing from the bottom), FR (second; viewing from the top), and BM (third, viewing 
from the top). Arrows indicate the positions of spacers. Image credit: the Asian Art 
Museum of San Francisco; Freer Gallery of Art/Department of Conservation and Sci-
entific Research; and © The Trustees of the British Museum, all rights reserved.
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and waited until the soft clay hardened. Then they scraped the retrieved 
model, which bore the complete shape and size of the original model, to 
the shape of a core. That means they removed the surface decoration and 
large protruding parts including the ears. The scraped core is the one we 
see in the X-ray photograph of BM. This explains how the mold makers 
made the core to a shape very close to that of the final bronze.

Did the mold makers replicate the scraped core and produce identical 
clay cores? This is possible but we do not have evidence to further test 
this hypothesis. We may be able to prove this in the future if we can 
compare clearly the shapes of the cores of SF and FR to that of BM. 
Replicating the clay cores saved the mold makers’ efforts in scraping 
down the models and simultaneously conforming to the complex 
shape of the outer mold sections. This would protect the original model 
and mold from being replicated too many times. Excessive replication 
would very easily lead to the deformation of the original. A deformed 
or damaged model or mold could no longer provide the fine source for 
replication, meaning that casters would then need to either repair the 
deformed or damaged model or mold, or start with a new one.

We can thus reconstruct a complete assembly line of production based 
on the evidence we have cited. At least one model maker was in charge 
of decorating the model. After he carved all decorative patterns on the 
model, mold makers invested the model with clay, formed a mold, 
and sliced this mold into sections. They repeated this investing and 
slicing many times and obtained multiple identical molds. During the 
re-assembly of the mold sections, spacers were inserted into the mold for 
casting and they helped to stabilize the gap between the clay core and 
mold sections. Clay cores were of course prepared in advance, whilst 
the insertion and placing of spacers were probably done by one single 
specialist.

Superimposition of 3D models of the quadrupeds

Even in modern engineering, errors, variations, or discrepancies 
generally exist in replicated components. Engineers have to reduce 
the discrepancies of replicated car doors, for example, in order for 
the doors to fit precisely into every replicated car shell. The fewer the 
discrepancies, the easier it is to fit the door into the shell. The doors 
and shells are mass produced, thus individual discrepancies are reduced 
to the smallest possible number.29 The ability to produce numerous 

29. These processes are called quality control and precision in manufacturing and 
assembly in the fields of mechanical and industrial engineering. Today’s engineers 
need to devise new methods to predict precision level of manufactured components. 

footnote continued on next page
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components of identical size, shape, and decorative patterns is critical 
to the success of mass production. If errors, variations, or discrepancies 
of individual components cannot be adequately minimized, the entire 
mass production assembly line will collapse.

With this perspective in mind, we will now consider the discrepancies 
between the identical quadrupeds, which were supposedly made by 
the same group of casters in the same assembly line of production. In 
today’s engineering projects, engineers can use 3D scanned models 
of the components to compare discrepancies. The three quadrupeds 
are compared using this method. First of all, in order to establish the 
reliability, consistency, and precision level of this 3D comparison 
method, we must guarantee that every 3D scanned model will 
accurately and precisely represent the size and shape of the original 
object.30 We prove this by 3D scanning a pottery camel twice (Figure 
17). The first scanned model is compared to the second scanned 
model in Figures 17–18. Corresponding points of the two 3D models 
are selected in Figure 17 for automatic alignment in a 3D processing 
software called “3D Reshaper.” This means that the two 3D models will 
be superimposed on each other. If they do not fit perfectly, it means 
the 3D comparison method is not reliable because after all the two 
3D models were scanned from the same camel. Figure 18 displays the 
superimposed results in two formats. The left sub-image shows that the 
two colored 3D models fit perfectly; there is no extending part. The right 
sub-image reveals the two scanned models in point-cloud format. A 3D 
scanned model is actually composed of hundreds of millions of points; 
their cluster is called a “cloud.” The two sets of point cloud of the two 
models also fit perfectly. The comparison of the two 3D models scanned 
from the same camel shows that our method is consistent, precise, and 
reliable. A 3D scanned model precisely and accurately represents the 
size and shape of the original object.

We then start the 3D comparisons of the three quadrupeds. Since it is 
very hard to compare all three at one time, Sammy Li proposes instead 

See Ting Hu et al., “Optimal Control Method on Assembly Precision for A 
Remanufactured Car Engine Based on State Space Model,” Assembly Automation 36.4 
(2016), 460–72; Jian Mao et al., “Mechanical Assembly Quality Prediction Method 
Based on State Space Model,” International Journal of Advanced Manufacturing Technology 
86 (2016), 107–16; Jie Wang et al., “Precision Predicting and Computer Aided Adaptive 
Assembly,” Advanced Materials Research 415–417 (2011), 403–9. For further bibliography 
see the reference lists of these articles.

30. The 3D scanning machine we use is called “Artec Eva.” Its 3D point accuracy 
claims to be up to 0.1 mm. See the brochure of this machine on www.artec3d.com, 
accessed on November 9, 2020.
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to compare them two at a time.31 In Figures 19–20, we start with the 
superimposition and comparison of BM and SF. Corresponding points 
on the left sides of the two quadrupeds are selected in Figure 19 for 
automatic alignment, and we see the interesting results in Figure 20 
showing that they do not fit perfectly. Parts of BM, including the right 
belly, head, and feet are revealed on the body of SF, which means that 
parts of BM extend beyond the body of SF. Should they not instead be 
identical in terms of shape and size?

31. The superimposition of the three sets of point clouds of the three 3D models will 
be hugely complex and the file size is simply too big to process on an ordinary 
computer. We cannot clearly distinguish to which quadruped a certain set of point 
cloud refers. Therefore, it is better to compare them two at a time for the sake of clarity.

Figure 18 (Left) superimposing the two camel 3D models altogether. They perfectly 
match with each other. (Right) matched point clouds of the two superimposed camel 
3D models. Images by KSL

Figure 17 (Left) pottery camel. Collection of the Department of History, Hong Kong 
Baptist University. (Center and right) two 3D models scanned from the same camel. 
Photo and images by KSL.
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Assembling mold sections

The discrepancies in their shapes and sizes are due to variations in the 
slicing and re-assembly of the mold sections. BM and SF do indeed 
derive from the same decorated model; but this does not necessarily 
imply that their mold sections were sliced and assembled in the same 
way. Although the positions of their mold lines are similar, which means 
that their mold sections were sliced in a similar way, variations did 

Figure 19 Selecting corresponding points, aligning the left sides, and superimposing 
the BM (left) and SF (right) 3D models. Images by KSL.

Figure 20 Different views of the BM and SF 3D models after superimposition. Align-
ment based on the left sides of the quadrupeds. Images by KSL.
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occur. When assembling the relatively soft mold sections in the shape of 
long slabs (Figure 10), different degrees of assembling force and starting 
points of assembly would have led to minor variations of shape and 
size. How can we justify this hypothesis?

Figure 21 reveals the clues. We attempted different alignment 
points of BM and SF. In Figure 19, we chose to align according to the 
corresponding points on the left sides of the two quadrupeds. This 
yielded the superimposition result of the top left sub-image in Figure 
21. We then chose to align according to the corresponding points on the 
heads (top right), right sides (bottom left), and tails (bottom right) of the 
two quadrupeds. The first three superimposition results demonstrate 
that most of their parts match, although extending parts do occur. Two 
important indicators in determining the degree of matching are revealed 
on the heads and feet. We can see that there is very little deviation in 
terms of the heads and feet themselves. But when we align them by 
their tails, their heads, bodies, and feet deviate substantially. This means 
that when the mold makers were re-assembling the mold sections, they 
apparently preferred to assemble the head and body parts first. This has 
meant that the heads and bodies of BM and SF match to a high degree. 
But the mold makers could have easily exerted some force during the 
assembly of the long clay slabs of mold sections; when assembling the 
tail parts, in particular, they might have used relatively heavier force 
and thereby twisted the orientation of the tails. Therefore, alignment by 
the tails yields a relatively poor match.

Figure 22 and Figure 23 demonstrate the superimposition results 
between FR and SF, and FR and BM. It is difficult to conclude which 
parts were taken up first when assembling the mold section; however, 

Figure 21 Bottom views of the BM and SF 3D models after superimposition. Online 
version of this article: BM (red) and SF (blue); print verions: BM (lighter color) and SF 
(darker color). Alignment based on the left sides (top left), heads (top right), right sides 
(bottom left), and tails (bottom right) of the quadrupeds. Images by KSL.
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given the significant deviation in tail superimpositions, it seems safe to 
postulate that they did not start with the tails. In Figure 22, the left side 
alignment between FR and SF deviates to a larger extent.

Comparing the results displayed from Figure 21 to Figure 23, 
alignment of the right sides and heads of the three quadrupeds 
deviate to the least degree. We may surmise that the mold makers 
probably assembled the mold sections by joining the long slabs at 
the head position and using the right side as the point of departure. 
After joining the several slabs of mold sections, they added the tail 
section. Every joint was added with a certain degree of force, and 
it appears to have been this application of force that led to the final 
twist of the tails.

Figure 22 Bottom views of the FR and SF 3D models after superimposition. Online 
version of this article: FR (red) and SF (blue); print version: FR (lighter color) and SF 
(darker color). Alignment based on the left sides (top left), heads (top right), right sides 
(bottom left), and tails (bottom right) of the quadrupeds. Images by KSL.

Figure 23 Bottom views of the FR and BM 3D models after superimposition. Online 
version of this article: FR (red) and BM (blue); print version: FR (lighter color) and 
BM (darker color). Alignment based on the left sides (top left), heads (top right), right 
sides (bottom left), and tails (bottom right) of the quadrupeds. Images by KSL.
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Minor touch-ups

What if the original decorated model became deformed or damaged? 
These intelligent casters would repair the damaged parts and keep 
using the model for as long as possible. Figure 5 reveals a part of YR 
that is not found on the other three quadrupeds. This different part 
exists only around the frontal part of the torso of YR; in all other parts, 
YR is identical to the other three quadrupeds. We hypothesize that the 
difference in the frontal part of the torso of YR is the consequence of 
damage to the model from multiple replications. The model maker 
scraped away the undesired part and carved new patterns onto this 
area of the model.32 He did not abandon the previous style of the 
pattern and kept using spirals and curls to fill the empty area. One of 
his concerns was to hide this change in order to keep the end user from 
noticing it.

We have a later set of examples to further illustrate this practice: three 
identical bronze mirrors (Figure 24). One of them was archaeologically 
excavated from a tomb at Yunmeng Shuihudi 雲夢睡虎地 in Hubei 
湖北 Province; the second one is in the Winthrop collection in the 
Harvard University Art Museum (HUAM); and the third is in the 
Cotsen collection in the Shanghai 上海 Museum.33 Their size, shape, 
and decorative patterns demonstrate that they originated from the 
same decorated model. The main motifs of each mirror consist of two 
warriors, one tiger, and one anthropomorphic monster. Careful readers 
will find that the head of the tiger on the Winthrop mirror is missing 
(Figure 25). Replacing the head of the tiger are granules and striations. 
These are not the repairs of a later period, but rather the result of touch-
ups on the damaged decorated model. To keep using the damaged 
model as long as possible, the model maker scraped the damaged part 
and carved striations and granules similar to those of the neighboring 
areas, but somehow he did this in a rougher manner. Mold makers kept 
using this repaired model and replicated a new mold for casting the 
Winthrop mirror as we see it today. The Yunmeng and Cotsen mirrors, 
on the other hand, were cast with fine molds replicated from the 
previously undamaged decorated model. Along this line of thought, we 
can, therefore, deduce that the production time of YR was slightly later 
than that of SF, FR, and BM.

32. We can test this notion with the 3D comparison method once we have obtained 
a 3D scanned model of YR.

33. Kin Sum (Sammy) Li, Mirrors from 500–200 BC Middle Yangzi Region: Design and 
Manufacture (Ph.D. dissertation, Princeton University, 2015), 357–59.
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Possibilities for multiple replications

Careful readers will observe a minor difference on the backs of SF, FR, and 
BM (Figure 26); Sammy Li was not able to see the back of YR when he 
examined it. He finds intact patterns on SF and FR, but surprisingly a hole 
on BM. This hole might have led us to postulate that BM had been used as a 

Figure 24 Three identical bronze mirrors. Top left: from Hubei Yunmeng Shuihudi M9. 
Report no. M9: 60. D. 10.4 cm, ca. 300 b.c.e. After Zhongguo qingtongqi quanji bianji wei-
yuanhui 《中國青銅器全集》編輯委員會, ed., Zhongguo qingtongqi quanji 中國青銅器
全集, vol. 16 (Beijing: Wenwu, 1998), 35, plate 35. Top right: Grenville L. Winthrop pur-
chased from Yamanaka & Co., New York. Harvard Art Museums/Arthur M. Sackler 
Museum, Bequest of Grenville L. Winthrop. Accession no.: 1943.52.139. D. 10.5 cm, ca. 
300 b.c.e. Photo: ©President and Fellows of Harvard College. Bottom: formerly in the 
Lloyd Cotsen collection, now housed in the Shanghai Museum. The Cotsen collection 
no.: O-0460. D. 10.2 cm, ca. 300 b.c.e. After Lothar von Falkenhausen (ed.), The Lloyd 
Cotsen Study Collection of Chinese Bronze Mirrors, vol. 1 (Los Angeles: Cotsen Occasional 
Press, UCLA Cotsen Institute of Archaeology Press, 2011), 145, plate 56.
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stand or support for a table or a lamp.34 But the reality is more complicated 
than we might imagine. Indeed BM might have been used as one of the 
stands; but SF and FR obviously did not belong to this BM group.

One possibility is that more than four quadrupeds were replicated 
from the one original decorated model.35 It could be that BM and other 

34. See also Shang Chengzuo, Hunyuan yiqitu, 27. He postulates that, since a quad-
ruped is not empty inside, all of them would have been used as the stands for a vessel.

35. See also Bagley, “Replication Techniques,” 241 n. 5.

Figure 25 Detail of the Winthrop mirror. The tiger has lost its head, which is replaced 
by striations and granules. Photo: ©President and Fellows of Harvard College.

Figure 26 Backs of the three quadrupeds: SF (left), FR (center), and BM (right).
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quadrupeds with a hole on their backs were used as groups of stands for 
tables; or, alternatively, each of them could have supported a lamp pole. 
But the owners of SF, FR, and others probably used the quadrupeds as 
display items in order to show off their wealth, status, and ability to 
commission the most sophisticated craftsmanship. The patterns and 
shapes of the models and molds were transferrable; indeed, multiple 
decorated models and molds could have been replicated, the better to 
preserve the originals. We thus postulate that there might have been 
more than four such quadrupeds produced. This was the production 
power of the assembly line. But the fact remains not many of them have 
yet been found, either in existing collections or through more recent 
excavation.36

Alloy composition

It will be interesting to investigate whether the casters adopted the 
same crucible of molten bronze to cast the four quadrupeds: if their 
alloy compositions—the proportions of their major, minor, and trace 
elements—are the same, it is likely that they were cast with the same 
crucible of molten bronze; if not, then the single production assembly 
line might have involved several castings. In other words, some 
quadrupeds might have been cast in one batch, and others in other 
batches. We will focus on the three quadrupeds again.

We have encountered numerous problems in conducting 
experiments to investigate this matter. First of all, since the quadrupeds 
are in three different museums, it is next to impossible to test them with 
the same machine using the same settings and calibration. Therefore, 
we have not been able to apply a consistent and reliable method to 
test the three quadrupeds. Second, corrosion on the quadrupeds may 
have affected the test results. Third, even if we choose to analyze only 
the uncorroded parts, different parts of the same quadruped may 
nonetheless have different alloy compositions. This is very likely 
to be the case for a leaded bronze (as shown in Table 3) because of 
segregation of some of the lead content. Despite these difficulties, we 

36. Can we attempt to deduce the production sequence of the three quadrupeds? If 
the hole on BM was not done on the mold, but rather on the model, then SF and FR are 
earlier than BM, and YR is the latest. But since we cannot ascertain whether the hole 
was made on the mold or the model, we simply do not at this stage know the 
production sequence.
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still have some interesting data, which may serve as a reference point 
for future analyses.37383940

The 1973 and 1984 Freer Gallery tests were done with different 
methods: wet chemical analysis on the one hand and spectrographic 
analysis on the other; but these methods can yield reliable quantitative 
data of the major and minor elements of FR. At least we know the 
percentages of the major elements and the fact that FR contains iron as 
a minor element. But the test provided no data about trace elements, 
except for the fact that zinc had not been detected. The 2017 San 
Francisco and 2018 British Museum tests were conducted with two 
different X-ray fluorescence (XRF) machines with different settings. 
The conservators have not provided any quantitative data from their 
tests, but merely qualitative data of how many major, minor, and trace 

37 Donna Strahan informed Sammy Li that the test was performed on April 17, 
1973 with wet chemical analysis (personal communication, 2017).

38 Strahan’s information. The test was performed on January 17, 1984 with 
spectrographic analysis to test the belly part of the quadruped.

39 The test was performed on May 17, 2017 by Mark Fenn. He used the Bruker 
Tracer III X-ray fluorescence (XRF) machine with the tube 40kV and 60 ua. The settings 
are: 40kV, 7mA, yellow filter (12 mil Al + 1 mil Ti), no vacuum, 60 seconds.

40 The test was performed on January 4, 2018 by Wang Quanyu. She used the Artax 
µXRF spectrometer with a molybdenum target X-ray tube rated up to 40 W and 
operated at 50 kV and 500 µA with a continuing time of 200 seconds.

Table 3 Alloy compositions of FR, SF, and BM.

Cu Sn Pb Fe Others

1973 Freer 
 Galley37

68.58 8.93 6.01 0.28 Zn not 
detected

1984 Freer 
 Gallery38

Point A 68.52 11.70 18.99 0.28 Zn not 
detected

Point B 68.53 11.61 18.76 0.28 Zn not 
detected

Point C 68.5 11.7 18.9 0.3 Zn not 
detected

2017 Asian Art 
Museum of San 
 Francisco39

Summary from a 
group of points

Cu Sn Pb Fe Ni, Zn, As, 
Ag, Sb, 
Zr

2018 British 
Museum40

Summary from a 
group of points

Cu Sn Pb Fe Ni, Zn, As, 
Ag, Sb
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elements were found.41 Interestingly SF and BM contain a very similar 
combination of elements. Copper, tin, and lead are the major elements, 
as would be expected; iron is a minor element in both quadrupeds. The 
two quadrupeds share the same set of trace elements, including nickel, 
zinc, arsenic, silver, and antimony; except that zirconium was found 
only on SF and not on BM. Since the signal in detecting zirconium is very 
weak, and zirconium can also be a consequence of contamination from 
burial soil, we may consider that the possibility of SF and BM sharing 
the same crucible of molten bronze is relatively high. No zinc has been 
detected on FR, but it has been detected on SF and BM.42 Does this point 
to the possibility that SF and BM were cast in the same batch while FR 
was cast separately? This remains a possibility and a reference point 
awaiting more reliable and consistent analyses in the future.

The pattern-block technique in 500 b.c.e. Houma

There were at least two major casting methods being used in the Houma 
foundries in around 500 b.c.e. Barbara Keyser and Robert Bagley have 
illustrated one of the prevailing methods at Houma, and Bagley calls 
it the “pattern-block technique.”43 The pattern-block method differs 
from the model-replicating method inasmuch as the decorative patterns 
were largely done on the mold, rather than on the models. Casters first 
created a rough and undecorated model. A mold was replicated from 
this model, bearing no decorative pattern but just a rough shape. Casters 
then carved a re-usable pattern block and replicated multiple small unit 
molds from this pattern block. These small unit molds were pasted onto 
the inner walls of the rough mold. Soon the rough mold was decorated 
with mirror-reversed patterns composed of multiple unit molds. Casters 
poured molten bronze into the decorated mold and obtained a unique 
bronze that would not have an identical counterpart. Casters might 

41. Quantitative data in this context may not be conclusive due to different degrees 
of corrosion and variations of the experiment settings. Sammy Li has not obtained any 
quantitative data, although the quantitative data can be used as references for future 
tests. See the elemental analysis of bronze samples from the Freer Gallery, Gettens, The 
Freer Chinese Bronzes: Volume II, 41–53.

42. The zinc could have been contamination from restoration but we cannot rule 
out the possibility that the original bronze indeed contains a small amount of zinc. But 
we should note that zinc is a type of trace element attached to the mineral ores; it was 
not intentionally added to the alloy.

43. Keyser, “Décor Replication in Two Late Chou Bronze Chien.” Bagley, 
“Replication Techniques”; Bagley, “What the Bronzes from Hunyuan Tell Us”; Bagley, 
“Debris from the Houma Foundry,” Orientations 27.9 (1996), 50–58. For the phrase 
“pattern-block technique,” see Bagley, “What the Bronzes from Hunyuan Tell Us,” 222.
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produce another bronze that appeared similar to the previous one. 
But since the pasting of the unit molds was not to be repeated, minor 
variations in the pasting process and subtle differences in joining the 
unit molds would lead to a different bronze.

Conclusion

The model-replicating method illustrated in this article is different from 
the pattern-block method. The four quadrupeds from Houma testify to 
this different method. They are also the earliest evidence of the use of the 
potential industrial power of the model-replicating method. Although 
some questions remain unanswered, at least we can reconstruct a more 
comprehensive picture of the assembly line of production at Houma 
for casting the quadrupeds. We have investigated the use of decorated 
models, mold sections, cores, and spacers. Ephemeral processes 
such as the production of identical bronzes, varied assembly of mold 
sections, and minor touch-ups are examined in new lights with new 
technologies. Social and economic change in China around 500 b.c.e. 
have provided the context and impetus for such a substantial advance in 
the contemporary bronze industry. Once the Houma bronze producers 
had successfully operated this assembly line production for quadrupeds 
and other bronzes, the new potential for development of the industry 
would have been clear for all producers to see.44
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提要

本文研究對象是中國最早期具有複雜結構的複製青銅器。弗利爾美術
館(美國史密森尼學會轄下的國立亞洲藝術博物館)、三藩市亞洲藝術博
物館、大英博物館、京都藤井有鄰博物館各有一件青銅獸；本文以此四
獸舉例說明複製青銅器的過程中所需的複雜技術。本文提供證據去定義
何為一模一樣的青銅器，並證明此四青銅獸共享同一個修整完備的模。
本文作者會利用 3D 掃描技術、 X 光攝影、 CT 掃描、以及合金成份分
析去闡述青銅工業生產當中的分範法、墊片、泥芯、外範組合等技術。

公元前 500 年中國青銅工業生產中修整完備的模、複製技術、
及流水線

李建深 (通訊作者)

Keywords: Decorated model, Houma, identical bronze, assembly line, 
industrial production 
修整完備的模， 侯馬， 一模一樣的銅器， 流水線， 工業化生產 
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